Move seaward pile 50m to the north.
Figure 2.1
Hampton
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Disclaimer: Parks Victoria does not guarantee that this data is
without flaw of any kind and therefore disclaims all liability
which may arise from you relying on this information.

Vessels Prohibited - Swimming Only
Sign moved South by approx. 100m.
Shared Windsports zone extended to abutt
the Vessels Prohibited - Swimming only zone.
Extend Vessel Prohibited – Swimming Only Zone to in line with Progress Avenue
Vessels Prohibited Swimming Only Zone
Activated when Surf Life Saving Club flags are on display.
General location only, position and width may be determined by flag location.
Figure 9.1
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Disclaimer: Parks Victoria does not guarantee that this data is without flaw of any kind and therefore disclaims all liability which may arise from you relying on this information.
Figure 10.1
Locations affected by proposed renaming of Kiteboards Zone to Shared Windsports Zones
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Existing and Proposed Shared Windsports Zone